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Background: A recent amaging development of CMR made it possible to evaluate the reperfusion injury occured in acute phase of AMI called as 
microvascular obstruction (MVO).
Methods: We investigated the clinical background, tissue characteristics, and the clinical impact of MVO with AMI patients examined by CMR.
Subjects: a one hundred and five patients with AMI( mean age 61.9+/-11.8 years old, Male/Female;89/16) treated with PCI within 5.5 +/-3.5 hrs 
from the onset of AMI, examined with CMR within 5.2+/-2.7days from treatment were studied. Subjects were divided into two groups according to 
MVO positive or not. Especially, the cases with MVO-positive were examined with T2*CMR for determine the tissue characteristics of MVO.The forty 
two cases were examined with CMR at six months later.
Results: 1) MVO was recognized by 59 cases in 105 cases with LGE-CMR (56.2%). 2) The incidence of DM was higher in MVO-positive group than 
nrgative group significantly, but HT and HL were not significant 3) The peak CK with MVO-positive cases were greater than with MVO-negative cas
es(4038±2204.7vs1420.0±626.5IU/l,p<0.0001). 4) In all of the MVO -positive cases show the area of low signal density at the same sites with 
T2*-CMR images. 5) The occupation ratio of MVO to left ventricle ( 5.7% ) show strong correlation with the occupation ratio of low signal density to 
left ventricle(6.8%) with T2*CMR- images. 6) No significant deference were recognized between two groups in the time from the onset of chest pain 
to PCI (5.5±3.5vs5.5±3.4 hrs, p=0.986). 7) The TIMI grade of 1St CAG flow before PCI and Blush Grade were lower in MVO-positive group than MVO-
negative group ( p<0.01,,p=0.00041,respectively). 8) Ejection fraction (EF) was lower in MVO-positive group than MVO-negative group with 1st CMR 
examination (38.8±10.2vs48.4±11.1%,P=0.009), and also EF were lower in MVO-positive groups than MVO-negative group (46.8±12.1vs56.1±12.6
%,P=0.026).
Conclusions: Even in the case with treated by PCI successfully, the AMI cases having DM , a lower grade perfusion of 1st CAG flow before PCI and 
lower Blush Grade show MVO caused by myocardial hemorrhage as reperfusion injury, and investigated lower EF even in the 6 months later from PCI.
